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THE LIFE-CHANGING PHONE CALL
When I woke up on May 2, 2006 I had no idea that my
life was about to change forever. I joined a
conference call with a group of real estate investors
that I met with weekly. On this particular day one of
my friends was buzzing with excitement about a new
product and business opportunity. After our
conference, I called her right back and said, "Let's
check this out together." I had no idea how my life
would change from that decision forward.
It was on this day that I learned about the network marketing industry. Less than two
years later, I was a millionaire. I have now earned millions in this industry and am
considered an industry leader. I have mentored thousands of people to achieve their
dreams and financial success. I love being an entrepreneur and what this industry has
to offer everyone!
The opportunity couldn't have come at a better
time. I had recently taken the leap from real estate
agent to full-time real estate investor, and had
acquired numerous (as in many!) properties
around the United States. When I started looking
ahead, though, I realized the economy was
tanking and it was going to take my properties and me down with it. In all honesty, I
was on track for financial ruin if I didn’t change something quickly!
I could have gone back to corporate America but I had known for years that I wanted
to be an entrepreneur. I wanted to be a business owner. I wanted to be my own boss.
I didn’t want to go back to being a real estate agent either. I wanted to choose
where and when I worked. I wanted financial freedom and a different lifestyle. I
wanted to own my own time.

My journey into real estate began, in the first place, because I
wanted to learn how to build wealth. I had been studying
wealth-building principles, going to seminars, and reading
books like Robert Kiyosaki's "Rich Dad Poor Dad." Every year, I
read "Think and Grow Rich" by Napoleon Hill. I absolutely
believe that reading can change your life! It certainly has
mine.
When the first opportunity came into my life, I could see the opportunity potential right
away. I didn’t know anything about the network marketing industry then, yet I did
understand that in order to build wealth I needed passive, residual income and a
business model with tremendous leverage. Network marketing fit the bill. And in the
years to come, my life transformed in every area: financially, physically, emotionally,
spiritually and, although this came from left field, romantically! More on that later.
By now, you are probably

wondering,

"How did you do it?" I learned

many

lessons along my journey to

becoming

an industry leader in network

marketing. If

by sharing what I've learned

about what

works and what doesn't work, I

can shorten

your learning curve so you can

achieve the

results you desire, then I've

done my

job.
I am excited about my new venture and I am ready to mentor many more people to
achieve financial success. The most rewarding part is helping people to better their
lives!
This is what I believe to be the Secrets to Success.

THE SECRET TO GETTING WHAT YOU WANT
As I mentioned earlier, my interest was piqued the more I
learned about network marketing because I was looking
for a vehicle for creating wealth. You may relate to that
desire. Having a networking distributorship is an
opportunity - not just for additional income; income can
come and go. This opportunity is about building true
wealth and setting yourself free for the rest of your life.
One of the biggest secrets to success, especially in the network marketing industry, is
this: Help people get what they want, and you will get everything you want. This is not a
business of climbing over others to get to the top. It's a business about lifting others up
and helping them succeed. The more you help others succeed, the higher you go. In
this sense, the network marketing industry fosters a culture of support and giving.
When you share your products and opportunity with the people in your life, you are
giving them a gift. Our skincare line based on stem cell technology and our cutting
edge supplements are changing the way people feel AND look. I love how receptive
people are to our Jeunesse products. These are replacement dollars – we already
spend money on skincare and supplements.
A networking business is a vehicle to take you from where you are to where you want
to be, and it's the same for your friends and associates. When you share your
opportunity with the people in your life, ask them if they have everything they want
and, if they keep doing what they are doing, if they will achieve their goals and live
the life they want. Ask them if they have a Plan B. Ask them if they are open to
another way of creating income and, more so, wealth.

THINK GLOBAL
If you are a big thinker, you can succeed in network marketing. If you are a global
thinker, you can be wealthy beyond your wildest dreams. Some of the fastest growing
and lucrative markets are outside of the U.S. and Canada.
Your Business Will Look Like the World
Even if you don't know a single person outside of your own country, you can have a
thriving international business. How is that possible? I remember how exciting it was
when my business reached outside of the state of California. I had built a small team
starting with my closest friends and network of fellow investors. Well, as we started
building the business, I brought on board partners who lived out of state. Those
partners brought in folks from even more states, and soon I had a nation-wide
business. Then one day my business reached to Canada. Then Mexico. Then, the
United Kingdom, Hong Kong, China and Thailand. Now, my business is expanding all
over the world due to the power of social media and online marketing. I am so
impressed with how my new company, Jeunesse has expanded professionally and
quickly all over the world.
You can have an international business from the comfort of your own home, especially
with the advancement of webinars and other Internet technologies. We are teaching
people how to monetize their social media time. Have you every wondered what that
would be like? Your ideal business partners are just a click away. And still, if you desire
the lifestyle of traveling the world and helping people become financially free, there is
certainly an opportunity to do that too!
One way to build a global network marketing business is to begin by building your
business locally, while holding the intention to expand internationally. When you invite
people to join you in this venture, recruit on purpose. You can ask for referrals for
people who live in other countries. When you go out to eat for international cuisine,
you can strike up a conversation with the business owners. Once you keep your eyes
open for opportunities to break into other countries, you will see them everywhere.

Your business may start out looking a lot like you, yet as you continue to keep your
antennae up for international opportunities, your business will come to look like the
world. And your bank account will thank you for it!
The Internet and Social Media
It seems that technology is having its bamboo-like growth spurt, and with such rapid
advances, especially in the realm of the Internet and social media, the way that we
communicate has changed. The world is now literally at our fingertips.
To be completely honest, I went into the whole
social media world kicking and screaming. My
email inbox was already overflowing, and the
thought of adding another account to keep up
with made me want to go running for the hills.
What I found, though, is that once I got past the
hurdles of learning how these sites worked, I had
my hands on one of the most powerful tools to
exist in my lifetime. I was able to connect with the
people in my team in a whole new way and I met friends of friends who later became
business partners. These days, I primarily build my business from the comfort of my own
home, thanks to the glorious World Wide Web!
There is absolutely a place for online networking in this business, and I am committed
to supporting those in my team to leverage social media tools so that you can create
tremendous success and an international business that pays you handsomely every
week. Whether you're an Internet marketing whiz or a technophobe, I'll do my best to
support you along the way. The best part is, you can earn while you learn!

THE TRUTH ABOUT WHAT IT TAKES
I am not going to tell you that one day you enroll as a distributor in a network
marketing company and you are guaranteed instant millions. Rapid success is

absolutely possible because, as we discussed earlier, the network marketing business
model is highly leveraged and pays you residual income. Yes, this model is second-tonone and, if you find a generous company, you'll be spoiled with incentives from cash
bonuses, all expense paid vacations, new cars, and more. Remember, though, this is a
business. Your success depends on treating it that way, and so I want to be
straightforward about what exactly it takes to succeed in this industry.
Focused Time
When I speak at large events, the
advice I often share is this:
Ordinary actions done consistently
create extraordinary results. If you
want to know the biggest secret to
success in this business, that is it. The
actions required to succeed in
network marketing are ordinary:
Create a list. Invite people to try the
products. Show the business plan. And follow through. And now, leverage social
media. The results, though, are extraordinary! Consistency is key. If you float in and out
of your business, your income will mirror that. If you treat your business like a hobby,
your business will pay you like a hobby.
The good news is, this business can be built part-time. In fact, most people who join the
industry have existing careers. It's a very good idea to keep your day job and build
your wealth simultaneously. Our jobs pay our bills. What we do in our part-time creates
our wealth. Just set aside some focused time each day to work on your business, and
you will see results. You can earn income your first week in the business, quickly
replacing the cost of your product. Over time you gain traction and momentum, and
soon your business (and your commission checks) will be growing.

The Big Picture
When you have a network marketing business,
you are your own CEO. This means that you
need to keep the big picture in mind. The
worker bee version of you keeps its nose to the
grindstone and does the daily activities, while
the CEO version of you must step out of the
frame in order to see the picture. For me, I
spend time in a coffee shop once in a while
simply to think from the grand scheme, aerial view. It pays to give yourself time to think
creatively and strategically, working ON your business instead of just IN your business.
“A Level” Activities
Have you ever found yourself spending hours organizing your file drawer when you
knew you had important phone calls to make? It takes discipline to keep yourself on
track and focused on what I call "A Level" activities - the ones that actually bring in the
dollars. In network marketing, the A Level activities are: building your active and
growing candidate list, sharing the opportunity, sharing the products, and training your
team to do the same. The more you focus on these simple activities, the more success
you will have. For my Jeunesse business that means I speak to at least 3 to 5 new
prospects every day.
One tool I use to keep myself on track and moving forward
with my most important goals is called "Focus On Five." Every
Monday, I think about what are the very top five things that
I should do this week to move my business along. And I write
them down! This is a tool that helps ensure you are focused
on the highest leveraged activities that will bring you to your
goal fastest, and tracks your progress along the way.

100% Accountability
Network marketing is a team sport, and I love that about this
business. You are in business for yourself, but you're certainly
not in business by yourself. Building a team is one of the most
fulfilling aspects of this industry. Just remember it is you that is
ultimately responsible for your business. It's your life, it's your
business, so own it fully. Have you ever heard the saying,
"How you do anything is how you do everything?" Choose
to be 100% accountable for the results in your life and your
business as well. Every once in a while, we need to take a
skills assessment of ourselves. Ask yourself, what are your
strengths and what are your weaknesses? And then make a
conscious effort to work on those.
Whenever I hear something along the lines of, "Well my sponsor didn't..." or "My team
won't..." or, “Nobody did anything…” I hear blame, and I know the person speaking
those words needs to upgrade their thinking. The solution? Become the leader you
wish you had. Be the teammate you wish you had. Every top leader I know in the
industry adopted an attitude early on that they are entirely responsible for the results
they are getting in their business. This is no coincidence. Choose to be 100%
accountable, and you will see results most people only dream of.
Connect Human-to-Human
I recently saw an ad by Nike that said, "If your actions inspire others to dream more,
learn more, do more, and become more, you are a leader." When you break it down,
this is what it is all about. It's why I love this business - to be able to connect with people
and inspire them to claim the life that they desire and deserve. If you have read this far
in this eBook on the Secrets to Success, I have a feeling we have that in common. You
know that there is more out there for you, and you believe that others deserve it too.

As you embark upon your network marketing journey, it is okay to share your dreams,
intentions, and even struggles with others as you show them this opportunity. In fact,
this will lend to your success. Remember, "facts tell, stories sell." People want to hear
your story. They want to know you as a person, to know where you've come from and
what you stand for. You can also share the story of your upline leader. When we see
ourselves in another person's story, we can relate to their struggles, and we can
imagine their success for ourselves as well. The top leaders in my company are setting
the pace for me just like I would set the pace for you.

SUCCESS IS AN INSIDE JOB
Let me ask you a question. When a car won't start, what does a mechanic do first to
figure out the cause of the problem? Checks the paint job, right? Of course not! The
mechanic opens the hood to see what's going on inside.
Success is no different. In fact, I would venture to say that 90% of success has to do
with what's going on under the surface. Ninety percent. That's a bold statement, I
know. If you want to achieve great success, you absolutely must start with yourself.
Here are some practices you can adopt to cultivate the inner principles of success:
Attitude of Gratitude
Have you ever noticed that when
somebody shows you appreciation, you
tend to naturally want to do more for him or
her? Well, the Universe works the same way.
When you come from an "attitude of
gratitude," focusing on what you appreciate
about every situation in your life, good things
will magnetize to you. It's not magic; it just
makes sense. Picking up on the energy of

others is so natural to people, we almost don't know we're doing it. When you are
genuinely grateful, people feel good around you. And when people feel good around
you, they want to support you.
This will show up in your network marketing business in that people will want to try the
products you offer them, join your team, refer you to colleagues, and so on. Plus,
being appreciative feels good. I start every day with a gratitude journal. As you go
through your day, ask yourself, as often as you can, "What am I grateful for right now?"
Even if you are going through a difficult time, look for the silver lining. Be grateful for
the lessons you are learning from it. Appreciate what is going well in your life, even
when some areas are out of balance. This gentle shift of focus, over time, has the
potential to change your life dramatically.
Power of Prayer
Probably the most important way to cultivate positive energy within yourself is to get
quiet. The world is loud; the divine is very quiet. Prayer can simply be sitting on a park
bench and listening to the bird sounds, taking a solo walk in nature, or even just
shutting the door to your bedroom to have some quiet time for yourself. If you adopt
the practice of spending 15 minutes in silence every day, you will begin to notice a
deeper sense of inner peace, positive thinking, and faith in yourself and all good
things.
It is no secret now that our thoughts directly affect the
quality of our lives. Does it feel better to think, "I hate this
stinkin' weather," or "What a beautiful day?" What starts as
a thought generates a corresponding feeling. Our feelings
motivate our actions. And the actions we take affect our
results. So you can see how important it is to intentionally
put yourself in a positive frame of mind.

I'm not saying that we don't all have bad days, or that sometimes situations are simply
no fun. I have been through some really tough times in my own life. My family has
been through a lot of loss. I know, believe me, what hard times feel like. What I am
suggesting, is that once we acknowledge and let ourselves experience whatever
unpleasant emotion we are having (sadness, anger, resentment, etc), then we have
the power to intentionally choose to reframe our thoughts so that we can start to feel
better.
Be a Giver
Which experience would you rather have: A) Feeling needy, or B) Being in a position to
give? When you give, not only are you making a difference for others, you are aligned
with the energy of abundance. If you have a giving heart, you have found a home in
the network marketing industry that you can be proud
of. When you share your products and opportunity from
a spirit of giving - knowing that you have your hands on
something that has the potential to change lives - the sky
is the limit for you.

Inspire Yourself
Passion is a powerful force, yet being hit by
a burst of inspiration is a temporary
phenomenon. Successful people recognize
this and choose to be responsible for their
own inspiration. You can generate ongoing
passion by reading or listening to uplifting
books on success, wealth, and spirituality.
In network marketing, a great way to make sure the inspiration fires are burning, is to
regularly attend events. Whether it is a home meeting with your team, a webinar with

a leader, or a corporate sponsored event, get yourself and your team there. The most
important person you sponsor everyday is yourself. You want to feel that if you could,
you would sign up all over again.
With the network marketing structure and business model, you have a built in mentor
who has already traveled the road and achieved success, and who is dedicated to
supporting and encouraging you along your own path to success. This mentor is called
your "upline," and if you choose to join my team and partner with me, I will be that
person for you.

Be Patient
Have you heard the story of bamboo? Bamboo is a fascinating
plant, because it is capable of growing over one meter per
day. Yet, it can take five years to sprout at all. For five years, this
plant is watered and fertilized and, on the surface, it looks as if
nothing is happening at all. Yet underneath the ground, an
enormous network of roots is developing to support the
bamboo's sudden growth. When the bamboo is finally ready, it
shoots up 90 feet in six weeks, growing as tall as a building!
Remember to have patience and perseverance with yourself. If your success is taking
longer than you would like, think of the bamboo. Keep focused and stay consistent,
and you will reach great heights as well. I feel very fortunate and blessed that I was
able to achieve the top ranks in just under two years. I always let people know that if it
had taken me 5 or 10 years to achieve the top ranks, I would still be very happy!
We are just getting started on my new venture, I am very excited about building the
momentum for our new company. We are looking for people who want to make a
difference in their lives and in others. Who do you know that wants to have a better
life and that wants more for themselves and their loved ones?

DO YOU HAVE DREAMS?
I want to give you an acronym that you
can turn to whenever you need a tool to
pull you back on the success track. It is as
simple as this: In order to succeed in life
and business, you must have DREAMS.

D stands for "Daily Action."
We talked about how extraordinary results are created by consistent actions taken
daily. What are you doing each day to bring yourself closer to your goal? In
Jeunesse, I make sure I place follow up calls every day!
R stands for "Reframe Failure."
"Failure" is actually the necessary path to success. Every successful person has
stumbled. The only difference is, they stood up one more time than they fell. The more
you can put yourself out there to hear "NO," the more opportunities you will find for
"YES." (Note: No one likes being told no. The ones who hear more YES’s, though, hear
more NO’s too!)
E stands for "Environment."
Success and mediocrity are contagious. It is said that
the quality of your life five years from now will be
determined by the books you read and the people
you associate with. If you were to put two crabs in a
bucket - although they are both fully capable of
climbing out to freedom - they pull each other down
to prevent the other crab from escaping first. Both
crabs could be free but, instead, both crabs remain trapped. Sometimes the people in

our lives do the same, even though they mean well. Be mindful of who you surround
yourself with; choose your environment wisely.
A stands for "Attitude."
Make the choice to BE what you want to attract. Remember to generate gratitude for
the present and an inspiring vision for the future. In this business, like attracts like. So if
you want to attract a leader that can get this business done, you have to become
that person first!
M stands for "Mentor."
The fastest way to get what you want is to follow in the
footsteps of someone who has already achieved it. In network
marketing, you get a built-in mentor and, because of the way
the business model is structured, your mentor has a vested
interest in your success.
S stands for "System."
Who knew success could be a paint-by-numbers game? The secret to first-time
significant success is to follow a proven system. The reason many of my friends have
gone from broke and struggling to rich and thriving is because they latched on to the
proven roadmap for building a massive network marketing distributorship.
A good network marketing company will arm you with training and tools you need to
be successful in your business. As your upline, I am also personally committed to
making sure you are set up for success. I will provide you with a system you can plug
into so you can build your business bigger, faster, and have more fun along the way!

IT'S YOUR TIME
In the beginning of this eBook I told you that network marketing transformed my life in
every area. By now, you can probably see why. My life transformed financially
because, through this industry, I was able to avoid financial disaster and become

financially secure and wealthy in a matter of a few years. My life transformed
physically because we have the most leading-edge products in the market, and the
results I've experienced are nothing short of incredible. My life transformed emotionally
because the friends I've made along the way and the success I've created for others
and myself fill me to the brim with joy. My life transformed spiritually because of the
opportunity to continue to improve myself, putting into practice the principles we've
discussed here in this eBook.
Oh! And in case you've forgotten, I mentioned that my life changed romantically as
well. It's true. The networking industry draws such a high caliber of people, and I had
the great fortune of meeting the love of my life at a large industry event. Now I have
the husband of my dreams and, with his three beautiful children, I found the family I've
always wanted.

I don't know how network marketing will change your life, but I can promise it will be
good. I believe with all my heart that the time is now, and network marketing is it. It's
your turn now to claim the success that you deserve. You know how people attribute
others' success to being in the right place at the right time? As in, "John bought that
building 30 years ago for dirt-cheap and now he's sitting on millions." Or, "Francine
bought stock in Microsoft 15 years ago, and now she never has to work again." Well,
because you're reading this now, you are at the right place at the right time.

If you are ready to get started now, and would like to explore partnering with me, I
personally invite you to contact me right away. I hope you decide to take this journey
with me. I have recently joined the Jeunesse Global company. Jeunesse has just
launched in North America. We have a ground floor opportunity in the US and
Canada AND we can market today to over 85 countries. It has never been easier to
build a global business due to the social media tools we have today. I took this
decision to begin a new business with Jeunesse very seriously. When you join my team,
I will do everything in my power to support you in creating your own successful
outcome. If you are already on my team, thank you, and I look forward to continuing
to support you in seeing your dreams come true.
When you give network marketing the opportunity to move from your head to your
heart, you will have found a home as I have.
All the best to you,

Kathleen
Kathleen Deggelman
Industry Leader and Entrepreneur
KathleenDeggelman.com
SecretsToFlawlessSkin.com
JFactorTeam.com

Let’s Connect!

